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Thursdays
will never be
the same!
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OXFORD BROOKES UNIVERSITY DOCUMENTARY CLUB

INTRODUCTION
This report was created by the members of the Oxford Brookes Documentary Club with the
intention to evaluate and demonstrate the impact of the club on student experience and community
engagement since its creation in March 2015.
The purpose of this club is to screen
documentaries made by independent
documentary filmmakers addressing
a wide range of cultural, political and
social issues. This is intended to
broaden the perspectives of Brookes’s
students and to engage with the
broader community beyond OBU.
This is a fantastic platform to enhance
student experience by providing
opportunities to develop practical
skills such as events management,
leadership, customer service, creative
thinking and public speaking.
By encouraging the local community
to participate in Oxford Brookes
University events we engender fruitful
partnerships and collaborations
with organisations connected to the
documentary filmmaking sector. At the
heart of the project we create a space
for students and the public to connect
and participate in thought-provoking
discussions.
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OXFORD BROOKES UNIVERSITY
GUIDING PRINCIPLES
By demonstrating four guiding principles of the University, the Documentary Club highlights the
character and commitment of our staff, shapes the learning experience of our students, building a
mutual confidence and a creative and innovative approach to academic life.
CONFIDENCE
Our students develop confidence
when taking on responsibilities such
as public speaking, co-ordinating
and hosting events. With courage
and pride, they interact with film
directors, high profile guests and
speakers.

for that environment is created by the
generosity of spirit, belief and trust in
each other.
We practice intense and honest
communication, and when things
go wrong we promote a team spirit
through group discussions and set
out objectives to help each other to
improve performance in the workplace.
With these strong professional and
ethical values we face any challenge
together; and as a consequence we
build a friendly, happy and inviting club.

Catrin George-Carey, third year Film
Studies student, opened the screening of
‘He named me Malala’ for an audience of
320 people in February 2016.

Mara Martin, third year Digital Media
student, conducted an interview with Mr
Yousafzai for Brookes TV.

ENTERPRISING CREATIVITY
The Documentary Club builds on
principles of adaptability, flexibility
and innovative approaches to hosting
events. We seize the day and create
opportunites for the club and its
members to grow and learn.

GENEROSITY OF SPIRIT
Our team is always charged with
great amounts of energy generated by
the group itself when meet together.
Even after possibly a bad day, we all
gather together and we bring the best
of each other, balancing personality
levels. That positive and encouraging
energy tend is contagious. The basis

Our screenings have allowed our
committee members and the
audience to interact with internationally
acclaimed guest speakers who are
experts in their field such as Malala’s
father Mr Yousafzai, filmmakers Andre
Singer and Jerry Rothwell, as well as
Academics from Sheffield University.
This is an underlining principle that
fuels our work; it ignites discussion
and reflection within our university
community whilst building bridges with
the wider community.
Thanks to their dedicated voluntary
work at our club, some of our
committee members have created
professional opportunities for
themselves such as new graduate,
Rowland Daniel, who interned for our
film distributor, Dogwoof.

Driven by passion, persistence
and determination, the club treats
each screening as an unique and
memorable experience.
Being the only University Documentary
Club in the UK, this project is a pioneer
in its field, building on adaptable and
flexible approach when it comes to
collaborations and enterprising spirit.

Rowland Daniel, the third year Film Studies
student, was representing the Documentary
Club at the Creative Europe Doc Day in
London and developed new contacts with
the European Documentary Network.

CONNECTEDNESS

The ‘Malala event’ in collaboration with The
Oxford Human Rights Festival is a wonderful
example demonstrating this principle when
hosting a special recep- tion by Malala’s father,
including tradition- al Pakistani music and food.
The personal letter to Malala, written by a
daughter of one of our OBU lecturers and read
in front of 320 people, touched the audi ence’s
heart with a powerful message of humanity.

§ Visiting academics from Sheffield and
Essex University

§ Andre Singer collaboration for Bristol
Festival

§ Free screenings for Oxford
Community, promotion around the city
(Daily Info), screenings open to all

§ Pauline & Phoenix Picturehouse
§ Human Rights Festival collaboration
§ LGBT History Month
§ Feel good festival
§ Oxford Fashion Society
§ Connecting our students with
academics through introductory talks
& promotion to courses & faculties

§ Encouraging discussion after
the screenings (Q&A, Union Bar,
Facebook & Social media discussion,
green comment cards)

§ How to change the world - support
before the Summit
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STRATEGIC GOALS
MISSION

VISION

STUDENT EXPERIENCE

OBUDoC provides to our local
community, students and staff, a
platform for intellectual and critical
thinking through a series of topics
using documentary films as the
medium. Those topics are chosen
very carefully to represent a variety of
current issues in our society.

OBUDoC has been collaborating with
many directors and guest speakers
including:

Students’ experience is at the heart
of the OBUDoC Club objectives. Our
volunteers have an opportunity to
develop their knowledge and work
experience at many levels:

§ Mr. Yousafzai (Pakistani diplomat
best known as the father of Nobel
laureate Malala Yousafzai)
§ Dir. Andre Singer (CEO of Spring
Films Ltd of London and President of
The Royal Anthropological Institute
of Great Britain and Ireland)
§ Dir. Jerry Rothwell (Award winning
British director)

VALUES
OBUDoC has formed a hub for people
of different backgrounds, interests and
skills. In this hub we create a program of
events and screenings based on shared
opinions and democratic compromises.
Our programme covers a large range
of interests and attracts a diverse
audience:
Geography
Nature/Environment/Animal Rights
World / Travel / Adventure
Crime
Life Style
Food /Health
Politics
Sports
Religion / Cults
History
Science
Technology / Media
Fashion / Art / Music
Dr. Alison Kahn, on the opening of our
last night for the year: Oxford Brookes
Documentary Award Prizes giving a very
compelling and inspiring
speech about the
importance of
Documentary
Making

§ Dir. Lee Salter (Senior Lecturer in
Media & Communication (Media
and Film) at University of Sussex)
§ Dr. Emily Gray (Research Associate
at the School of Law at The
Univeristy of Sheffield University)
§ Dr. Aaron Kahn (Senior lecturer in
Spanish at University of Sussex)

§ Yasmine Johnson, third year in
Film Studies, voluneteered at the
Sheffield Documentary Festival
§ taking part, preparing and leading
formal and informal discussion after
each event
§ engaging and working with other
groups within the University –
Human Rights Festival Team
We mentor students into learning
practices and principles and we
provide them with an opportunity to
learn transferable skills which enhance
their employability.
We have designed specific roles that
our volunteers can take on such us:

§ Dr. Alison Kahn (Lecturer at Oxford
Brookes)

Publicity Officer, External Relations

§ Donna Lipowitz (Independent
documentary filmmaker)

Online Account Manager

Their films, time and contributions
added to the value of the Documentary
Club and enhanced the quality of the
audience’s experience. Hosting Q&As
offers an exceptional example of social
engagement encouraging discussions
and critical thinking.
These best practices raise profile
of Oxford Brookes as a centre for
educational excellence.

Publicity Officer, Internal Communications

Data Analyst
Data Officer
Operational Manager
Font of the House Officer
AV Technician
Photographer
Project Manager

PROGRAMME CRITERIA
SELECTION
§ Newly released films
§ European and Non-European origin
§ Unbiased agendas
§ British Board of Film Classification
§ Subtitles for the hearing imped
§ Rotten Tomatoes and IMDb
minimum rating of above 7 score
§ Distributor’s recommendations
§ Supporting Independent and
unknown filmmakers

IMPACT REPORT 2015-2016

We also have the ILM Certificate
available.

EXTERNAL
§ OBUDoC is a Social hub
for people to converse and
form opinions, learn from
documentaries, socialise and
network after the films. This is
an open forum where everyone
is invited and our guest
speakers can be approach for a
discussion.
§ Use feedback cards to show
how our screenings sparked
interest with some issues, and
on occasions changed opinions
and perceptions.
§ Upcoming programme also
offers opportunity to showcase
local talent at our Oxford
Brookes Documentary Award
Ceremony.

RESEARCH AND
KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE

§ Sharing Brookes culture with the
community.

OBUDoC focuses on researching
and selecting the most exquisite
documentaries, that will contribute
towards debate on inspiring, eyeopening and sometimes controversial
topics.

OBUDoC works closely with
the research group CREATE..
(Collaborative Research for Engaging
Arts, Technology and Entertainment)
Led by Dr. Alison Kahn and John
Tycross in the School of Arts

INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES
Every screening has been an opportunity to showcase Brookes facilities
(restaurants, lecture theatre, etc...), raising awareness that Brookes welcomes
the public.
We have also offered vouchers with discounts and special pre-theatre menu
for our audience members.
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POSTERS & PROGRAMMES

IMPACT REPORT 2015-2016

FIRST ANNUAL OXFORD BROOKES
DOCUMENTARY AWARDS
OBUDoC hosted its first Annual Oxford Brookes Documentary Awards in May 2016. The Competition was aimed at local film
talent and gave students and people from local communities a chance to present and celebrate their work. Shorlisted films
touched on problems, history, aspirations and challenges Oxfordshire and the world are currently facing. The best three films
were awarded a prize and received a certificate.

THE CRISIS OF
DISCONNECTION

The aim of our documentary is to
observe and report the addiction to
smartphones and social media that our
generation is currently experiencing.
Filmmakers: Harry Pritchard, BodrulAlam Miah, Charles Curant, Kyle Jays.

MORE THAN JUST A MIRROR

HIDDEN VOICE

Nine in ten women have suffered from
one form of violence or another. In
this short film Neda, a young Afghan
woman, talks about forced marriage,
marital violence, and how it had a
devastating effect on both herself
and her immediate family. Filmmaker:
Roger Gilboy.

NO JUST
HOMELESS

A group of formerly homeless people,
students and staff members of two
NGOs took on the challenge to
document what it is like to be homeless
in Oxford, the least affordable city in the
UK. Filmmakers: Anthony Simms, Clare
Ellis, Freya Turner, Mark Gallagher, Louis
Horsley, Riki Therivel.

THE UNANSWERED QUESTION

This film documents a museum
project to take metallurgical samples
for research into the mirror’s origins
and its possible relationship to a
second mirror found 40 miles away.
Filmmakers: David Moon, Sharon
Woodward.

Main screening slide for the 'Oxford
Filmmakers Evening' at the end of
Semester.

FULL STOP

1st Yr. Digital Media Production
students produced this investigation
around the existence of ghosts and life
after death in the Oxford surroundings.
Filmmakers: Yuxi Hang, Lilly Harris,
Jack Perry, Molly O’Keefe.

FRIENDLEY ON HEALTH IN
BLACKBIRD LEYS

1st Yr. Digital Media Production
students produced this insight into
male suicide. Filmmakers: Zeynep
Yanar, Benjamin Walker, James Daly.

Winners of the first and second prizes
with OBUDoC members.
Tom works for Get the Picture, a
creative campaigning project looking
at getting vulnerable older people’s
voices heard by people in power.
This film explores a community group
in Blackbird Leys, Oxford. Filmmaker:
Thomas Arran Skinner.
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SCREENINGS FEEDBACK
OXFORD BROOKES UNIVERSITY
DOCUMENTARY CLUB
Conversations about cinema
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SEMESTER 1

2015/16

It is so brilliant to be able to see a completely different
genre of film on a big screen.
[Lambert and Stamp]
Very emotional, yet informative. I never knew the history
surrounding the topic. Glad I came along and watched it.
Very Important to see. I appreciate what you guys do!
[The Look of Silence]
It was a fascinating film. An excellent choice. Think is grat
to show documentaries since it’s so rare to see them in
the cinema. A treat.
[Scientology]

SEMESTER 2

2015/16

Inspirational, life-changing experience. Excellent choice!
Well done and thank you so much for your work.
[Hungry for change]
Interesting documentaries and valuable benefit to the
community.
[Hungry for change]
Amazing club providing an opportunity to watch great
documentaries.
[Hungry for change]
Beautiful, amazing, loved every moment. Well done. Keep
up the good work!
[Malala]

It was crazy and inspirational. Even with the corporate
job maybe sometimes it feels impossible or useless but it
wasn’t. And it isn’t! Don’t feel like there is no way to make a
difference or like you are stuck. We can change the world!
[No Impact Man]
‘It is a really good way to explore and truly see other
cultures, societies and places and realize the amount
of things we give for granted and not see their actualy
importance!
[Town of Runners]
The film was extremely disturbing. Investigatory reporters
must have nerves of steel to mess with governments (or
criminals for that matter). Please show more stuff like this!
[Citizen Four]

An excellent portrait of a very unique character. The club
is cool and interesting thing to exist.
[Iris]
Great to experience such a powerful event in the
company of wide society of people. Sensitive and fresh
outlook on the subject. Keep the club going! [Night will fall]
Fantastic! Really great documentary an remarkable
example of the power of people when we get together
towards a greater cause. The documentary club is really
good, makes my life more enjoyable.
[The case against 8]
I am so glad I saw this documentary. I had no idea this
was happenning. Thank you for the screening. Necessary
(the club).
[The Cove]

IMPACT REPORT 2015-2016

ATTENDANCE

HOW DID OUR AUDIENCE HEAR ABOUT US?

EVENTBRITE TICKETS SOLD
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Q&A + GUEST SPEAKERS
The audience got an opportunity to engage in an interesting conversations and directly asked
questions to Directors of the following movies:

Director Andre Singer 'NIGHT WILL FALL'
It was invigorating confronting a
group who care passionately both
about the documentary form and
also about issues that matter to us
all. The Oxford Brookes Documentary
Club has collated films that use
documentary as a means of exposing
facets of society that both deserve
our attention but which in themselves
can effect change. The films you
have chosen are all ones that make
us question the world around us,
and in some cases might even help
change how we regard each other
and how we confront the future. I
strongly believe that the messages
and imagery presented in good
documentaries provide one of the
most powerful available possible tools
in the exchange of ideas and it is
gratifying that your Club has managed
to present so many important films in
an open forum. You are to be much
congratulated.
I will soon drop a note to you and Paul
Inman about the RAI Film Festival in
Bristol.

It was a great pleasure to visit Oxford Brookes
University to have a glimpse of Human Rights Festival.
I felt very honoured to be among the worthy audience
of the “He Named Me Malala” screening, organised
by Oxford Brookes University Documentary Club. The
art and craft of women at work was really inspiring.
The various handicrafts at display were telling the
Mr. Ziauddin Yousafzai
powerful stories of all those working women who
'HE NAMED ME MALALA'
greatly contribute to human civilisation and significantly
enrich the economies of their families and communities. I was moved by the traditional
hospitality and warm welcome I received from the students and faculty of the University.
The pushto music and Pakistani food gave me a feeling of intimacy. I very much enjoyed
the Q&A session with Paul Inman, the honourable Pro Vice-Chancellor of Oxford
Brookes University. The audience of the film were very supportive and their interest
and warm response to the film gave me a big hope. The hope that one day we will see
every child in every part of the world having access to free, quality and safe education. I
extend my sincere good wishes and prayers to all Oxford Brookes faculty and alumni.
I just wanted to send a quick note to thank you for your
diligence in organising the screening of my documentary
film, The Fourth Estate, the other week.
Please can you pass my thanks onto Nati too. I must
say I was extremely impressed with the whole operation.
As I think I might have mentioned, I have been running
my own screenings series for a number of years, which
evolved in Bristol into the Bristol Radical Film Festival,
which in turn turned into the Radical Film Network.
Director Lee Salter
Between Secret City and The Fourth Estate I must have
'THE FOURTH STATE'
attended well over 150 screenings, from small community
venues to international film festivals. I must say that what you arranged was one of the
best I’ve been to - as as far as university screenings go it was head and shoulders above
the nearest competitor. I was especially impressed by the mix in the audience, of students,
scholars and members of the public - an enormously difficult mix to attract in any
significant numbers, especially to a site that’s out of the town centre. Indeed, on my return
to Sussex I’ve been jealously referring to the project you guys run as a paradigm example
and something that we would do well to emulate! It wasn’t just the screening itself, but the
whole environment, from welcome to the drinks after that made the event what it was really huge congratulations and thanks to you all!

The showing of Generation Right at Oxford Brookes was a tremendous opportunity to
disseminate our film to a wide range of individuals; social science academics, creative
professionals, as well as a mixture of students and members of the general public. The
film promoted fertile debate in the subsequent Q&A, not only on the challenge of making
compelling and creative documentaries from longterm statistical analysis, but also on
the potent legacy of neo-liberalism and neo-conservatism in the UK. Notably, a number
of younger members of the audience – likely born after the ascendancy of Margaret
Thatcher – mentioned how our film had impacted their perception of British politics.
Emily Gray, Research Associate at the
Sheffield University School Of Law,
whose research was a basis for
'GENERATION RIGHT'

The resources at Brookes are high-spec; we very much appreciated being able to show
our film on a large screen in a dedicated and spacious auditorium. The regular showings
at the Documentary Club attract a diverse and dedicated audience who contributed
extremely valuable feedback to us as both film-makers and academics.

IMPACT REPORT 2015-2016

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR

OBUDoC team after Paul Inman's conversation with Mr. Z. Yousafzai and special stars the
Shigiwol's sisters wih their dad Hafiz and Helena Kahn.

14th Annual Oxford Human Rights festival
programme.
Special Easter Celebrations and 1st OBUDoC
brithday before Easter vacations 2016.

OBUDoC Team with 'Cat Show' director
Donna Lipowitz, Carly Marno, her boyfriend
Dom and her persian Cat Tango.

Clelia Bevillard (OBUdoC) and special Oxford
Fashion Week's guests Alison Brodie and Jem
Myers for the screening of 'Dior and I'.

OBUDoC team with Paul Inman and Jerry
Rothwell director of 'How To Change The World'.

Student Steph Massucci performing on the
tribute to 'Searching for Sugar Man' director
Malik Bendjelloul.

Our OBUDoC 1st Birthday cake

OHRF AND OBUDoC Volunteers teams

L to R – Girls in traditional dress: Saba,
Hafeeza and Sana, daughters of Brookes
Engineering student, Hafiz shigiwol; girl
in red dress: Helena Kahn, daughter of a
senior lecturer in DMP; Catrin George-Carey
(Volunteer) and Mr. Ziauddin.

OBUDoC team with Dr. Aaron khan (host of
Q&A) and Emily Gray at the end of 'Generation
Right'.

'Cat show' Q&A session with David Carugo.

Dir. Andre Singer in conversation with Paul
Inman.
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PRESS AND PR
PRESS, PR & SOCIAL MEDIA ENGAGEMENT
The Documentary Club reached out to community and students via social media and other marketing channels including
local radio and press. Particularly, the Oxford Mail has been interested in a work of the club and published the following
articles:
§ Club focus on screening inspiring documentaries
§ Filmmaking talent in Oxfordshire to hit big screen at Oxford Brookes
§ Human rights festival will highlight plight of others
§ Father of Malala Yousafzai to speak at Oxford Human Rights Festival in
February

CLUB FOCUS ON SCREENING INSPIRING DOCUMENTARIES
Jack FM and Oxford Brookes Radio has also been advertising the club. Nor less, the Documentary Club has received
great support from Oxford Brookes PR team.
§ Cool, mind blowing documentaries’ for free: an invitation to staff
§ Mind blowing documentaries’: free screenings at Brookes
§ Father of Malala inspires at the Oxford Human Rights Festival
§ Tackling adversity: The Oxford Human Rights Festival
§ Jerry Rothwell joins the Documentary Club for a Q&A
§ Local filmmakers celebrated at first Oxford Filmmakers Night
§ TDE Newsletter

SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE
The Documentary club has a presence at Facebook, Twitter and Youtube with and engagement rate as follows:

474

LIKES

51

FOLLOWERS, 53 FOLLOWING

HE NAMED ME MALALA’S
Q&A WITH MR. ZIAUDDIN
YOUSAFZAI AND PAUL INMAN

100 VIEWS

IMPACT REPORT 2015-2016

SOCIAL MEDIA ANALYTICS
YOUTUBE

FACEBOOK
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VOLUNTEERS SURVEY
Our volunteers gained skills in...

COMMITTEE MEMBERS
MEMBERS OF
THE PUBLIC
Bernard
Martinez
Ceclia Pena
Vazquez
Kevin Williams
Marina Carati

STUDENTS
Beth Lewis
Betsy-May Smith
Catrin GeorgeCarey
Dan Clark
Hanna Myers

STAFF

Isabel Anino
Granados

Beata Slaby

Jackie Kearney

Clare Martin

Justine Llorca

Clelia Bevillard

Lee Pendle

Darren Russell

Martine Cromie

James
Templeton

Pauline Bezzina

Louise Taylor

Said Eid Wahbi

Martina
Adamcikova

Yasemin Johnson

Nati Lopez

Sophie Stockburn

Rowland Daniel

Serap Karakaya

"It has been such a
pleasure to have had
the opportunity to meet
you all. Volunteering
Marina Carati
at the documentary
club has been for me a formative and
fabulous experience. I wish to say a
huge thank you for the lovely time we
spent together last Thursday and for
the fantastic and very much cherished
presents! The photos you gave to me
bring back splendid memories!!!"
PINK PANDA! this is the
OBUDoC mascot and
Password to be used in stressful
situations. It's debut was on the
'He named me Malala' night
event with 300 invitees.

Cecilia Pena Vazquez with Marina Carati
(volunteers)

Why have you decided to volunteer
for OBUD0C?
§ Love documentaries
§ Due to a passion for documentaries
and the desire to be involved in
a beneficial learning experience,
that could not only enhance
employment prospects but also
serve as a chance to represent the
university as a venue to host some
remarkable documentaries which
would inspire people and open
their eyes to viewing the world in a
different perspective.
§ A new experience
§ I firmly believe in the importance
of sharing knowledge. I like
being active and feeling part of a
community.
§ I was looking for volunteer
opportunities and after attending a
screening I decied to offer my help
because I could improve my skills
and watch great documentaries at
the same time.

100% of our volunteers
would recommend the
club to their friends.

Just wanted to
say a massive
thank you for
letting me be
involved in the
documentary
club. It was such
a wonderful
experience and
I have learnt so much from the
amazing films I have seen. It is
such a great initiative and who
knows, I may set one up in the
future! All the best, carry on the
fantastic work and hopefully I will
be able to visit for a Thurs night
screening in the future.
Beth Lewis
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AUDIENCE SURVEY
PREFERED TOPICS

85% of the audience
have stated that the
documentary movies they
have seen had an impact
on them.

64.2% of the audience
regularly come to weekly
screenings and over 35%
have seen more than five
movies.

35.7% of the audience
have learnt something
new about Oxford
Brookes University.

20% Of attendees used
the union bar, 16.7% have
been catered in the lounge
restaurant as well as 16.7%
visited cafe central, bringing
additional profit to the
catering outlets.
If yes, how have they impacted you?

§ Every respondent who
completed the survey
would like to attend
more screenings in the
future.
§ 100% of the
respondents would
recommend the
Documentary club to
their friends.
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IMPACT
EXCELLENT RETURN ON INVESTMENT
The return that Oxford Brookes University obtains with their investment is of many intangible
benefits:
§

OBUDoC has generated various public advertisements over the period drawing attention to their generosity of spirit
principle in offering such an event in a stylish and modern environment, surrounded and assisted by friendly staff,
students, and all for free.

§

OBUDoC is becoming a great platform to exhibit and promote new films, in which their directors and producers have
an opportunity to reach the audience that they would not otherwise have reached. The artists and creators have
been very keen in sharing their work ,and this fact has been a wonderful surprise.

§

OBUDoC is a great facilitator of knowledge transferred to commu- nities to raise awareness of difficult topics. We
deal together with shocking, challenging, and also amusing subjects. Watching films together has resulted in a very
special and inspiring experience for many students and members of the public .

§

OBUDoC has been a source of intellectual, social and humane enrichment. Student volunteers in particular have
benefited from a great source of learning and experimenting with new situations outside their comfort zones. i.e.
Having dinner with directors and guest speakers, learning from them, being able to ask questions about the art
of filmmaking, asking for professional tips to broaden their perspectives on other cultures and belief systems by
listening to other points of views.

§

OBUDoC has seen and facilitated great networking and exchanges amongst its attendees and connections: new
friendships, new working relationships.

§

OBUDoC has reached a broad audience thanks to our Social Media Campaign and at one time, Nati Lopez was
contacted by a Documentary filmmaker and lecturer at the University of Hertfordshire confessing her interest in
replicating what we do in her university.

§

We are a model of ethical standards for a student organisation and we guide and mentor our students into
becoming professional members of a team who understand the expected protocol of behavior towards each
other and members of the public. We teach them about issues around film exhibition including legal regulations of
screenings when purchasing licenses that sustain the industry of film-making.

The collaboration with OBUDoc on the screening of 'He Named Me
Malala' was one of the highlights of the 2016 festival. Having a student
on both committees further enhanced the cohesion between the two
organisations. This was our first 'full house' event and the event which
gained most publicity in the local media. We look forward to working with
them again on OxHRF2017.
Angela Hatherell, Co-ordinator of the Oxford Human Rights Festival at
Oxford Brookes University

IMPACT REPORT 2015-2016

The survey participants provided the following feedback:
Well done for the whole team,
they’ve been brilliantly selected
and organised. They provide
a great opportunity to hear
inspirational people speak also. I
think that the Documentary club
is a wonderful offer for people at
Brookes and the local community.
First rate film in a first rate venue.
I have found the debates and
discussions held in the Union bar
afterwards particularly rewarding.

They have
brought to light
global and
educational
topics.

I really enjoyed all the screenings I attended. Liked the fact
that I came to see more that
I perhaps I would have not
gone to see. For example ‘Cat
Show’ was something I found
really interesting and unexpectedly inspiring and rather
moving. Keep doing what you
are doing – it’s great!

Provoked
thought,
sparked
discussion.

Please continue this
club. Film is such a
powerful media to
communicate ideas to
the wider world!

More
awareness
than I had
before.

They have raised
awareness of social/
historical issues I
knew very little about.
Some documentaries
were quite emotionally
challenging/engaging.

The Documentary film club is
brilliant. It has been amazing
to see critically acclaimed
documentaries in great setting.
It has also provided platform
for discussion and debate with
members of the community
who I wouldn’t have otherwise
engaged with.

LOVE IT!
A valuable asset
for students & local
community.
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IMPACT REPORT 2015-2016

RECOMMENDATIONS
OBUDoC members aim always to reach filmmakers and connections for free when possible to adjust to a very tight budget.
We apply lean budget management and are resourceful. Some staff members attend Sheffield Documentary Festival as a
means for networking with filmmakers in need of exhibiting their documentaries
(e.g. Directors Donna Lipowitz, Lee Salter, Michelle Comber and Andre Singer).

RECOMMENDATIONS
§ Distinctive and unique logo for our Marketing Campaigns.
§ Dedicated Brookes branded Website space where to gather all
information and links.
§ Using a debit card to make the process of payments time efficient.
§ Some admin help through a dedicated P/T student or intership
availability.
§ The planning of the programme, writing reports and creating the structure of the club will be done outside of
Academic terms to spread the workload. Students will help in the delivery of the events in a reliable and efficient way.
§ Continue with the wondeful work of networking to get directors, experts in the topics, Academics to dedicate extra
15 minutes discussion to develop more public engagement. Q&A, ‘in conversation’ style, even TED style before or
after the films.
§ Creating a 'Volunteer Experience' Induction and Information booklet emphasizing the benefits of volunteering as a
means for improving employability chances and as a way to enrich a more spiritual and fulfilling existence.
§ Provide as many links and bridges as possible between faculties, academics and experts in subjects of discussions,
community organisations and groups of the society that could benefit from our screenings (the elderly, children,
people with disabilities etc).
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OUR MOST SINCERE THANKS GO TO:
PAUL INMAN
ALISON HONOUR
ANGUS PHILLIPS
NIGEL CROOK

ANGELA HATHERELL
AND HER TEAM OF
OHRF VOLUNTEERS
JAYNE STUART

PATRICK HURLEY
(DOGWOOF)
LUKE MOODY (BRITDOC)
FILM BANK

RHIANNON LASSITER
AND HER MARKETING
TEAM AT TDE

PICTURE HOUSES

ALISON KAHN

CATHERINE FLEMING
AND HER CATERING TEAM

JERRY ROTHWELL

AARON KAHN

WENDY VRIJ

JIM TEMPLETON

SEBASTIAN BLAKE

DAVID CARUGO

OBIS AV TECHNICIANS

JON DEMPSEY

BROOKES FACILTIES
TEAM

CLARE MARTIN
SAMIA KAMAL

JOHN TWYCROSS
ALLA CORDERY

BROOKES SECURITY
TEAM
BROOKES PR TEAM

LEE SALTER

DONNA LIPOWITZ
ZIAUDDIN YOUSAFZAI
ANDRE SINGER
MICHELLE COOMBER
AND EMILY GRAY

